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Instructions for making artwork on a 
Circular Grid: 
Color one ring yellow
Color one half ring blue
Color one half ring orange
Make a black and white checkerboard in one 
section (Think Vans shoes pattern)
Make a striped ring
Make a fat ring
Make a skinny ring

Make zebra stripes in one section
Color a quarter (¼) ring with a dark color
Color a quarter (1/4) ring with a light color
Color a section pink
Make a section that is blue and green striped
Make a section that is red and yellow striped
Outline a section with black
Outline a section with red
Outline a section with green
Make another checkerboard section with 2 
colors
Make a zigzag section with 2 colors

What’s the BIG IDEA?/Why am I learning this:  Art Standards: (grade 5-8 )
Creating:  Anchor Standard 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
Anchor Standard 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work. 
Responding:  Anchor Standard 9.1: Apply criteria to evaluate artistic work. 

PROJECT: Create a piece of Conceptual art with directions (Examples below)

YOUR PROJECT: Create a piece of Conceptual art using a circle grid.
For this Conceptual project you will have a list of directions and you will follow those directions to create a piece of 
art. The project  is a lot like our “doodle” design that we did at the beginning of the quarter except you will do this 
on a circular grid.
How will you do this? Use the circle grid on the attached page and follow the instructions below. There is no 
right or wrong on this. Just follow the instuctions and use whatever coloring materials that you have at home

How to turn in: Take a photograph & email it to Mrs. McCormick: jmccormick@kent.k12.md.us

Blank T
emplat

e:

Solomon LeWitt (1928-2007) was one of the first artists to create something called Conceptual Art. 
He said  that, “Each person draws a line differently and each person understands words differently.” When he 
was working for architect I.M. Pei, LeWitt noted that an architect doesn't build his own design, yet he is still 
considered an artist. He realized that art happens before it becomes something viewable. 

Over the course of his career, LeWitt produced approximately 1,350 designs. The funny  thing 
is that he rarely painted one himself. He provided the idea, usually in the form of written instructions 
that included mixture of mathematics, architecture, and design, then had other artists actually create 
the work. He purposefully left the instructions open to interpretation by the creators and no two are 
exactly the same.  This collaborative method of producing art was unusual, but not a new idea. Since 
the days of Leonardo DaVinci, there have been master artists and a team of apprentices to do the 
actual production work. 
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Name:__________________________, Circle your Class Period: 4 5
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1. Did this activity make you feel more or less creative? Why or why not? 

2. Do you feel like you followed rules or broke them? 

3. Would you choose different art supplies if you were going to do this activity again? 

How to turn in: Take a photograph & email it to Mrs. McCormick: jmccormick@kent.k12.md.us
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Art, 6th grade, April 6, Week 2  Distance Learning Art Choice Board

• Your Assignment: Create 2 different challenges from the Art Choice Board:

Take a look at the Art Choice Board below and choose 2 of the art challenges to complete this week. 
Each of the challenges should take you at least an hour + to work on. Use the resources and materials  
around your house/property to complete these art projects. If you are using your phone to take photos 
and collage, get creative and use a free photo collage app (Google Photos is a good one) but ask for 
permission first. Make sure to send a picture of your 2 finished challenges to my email address with your 
full name and class section.

How to turn in: Take a photograph with YOU and the sculpture and email it to Mrs. McCormick: 
jmccormick@kent.k12.md.us
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Color  t he Resist ors
I just wanted to take a moment to say I hope you all are doing okay, 
and are being safe. We are a strong community, and will not be beat 
by this challenge!

Direct ions: Let 's use this time to review some past content to 
get ready for the final test. For this assignment, you will need to 
color the resistor bands to make sure they match the value. If 
you don't have crayons or colored pens/pencils, you can write in 
the color and draw an arrow to the resistor band.

Exam ple: 330  Ohm s To make 330. We need Orange in the 
1st band (3), Orange in the 2nd band (3), 
and the Last band would be Brown  
(x10) That makes 33 x 10 = 330
Color the resistor band in now that we have the answer



1) 5500  Ohm s

2) 76  Ohm s

3) 130  Ohm s

4) 2700  Ohm s

5) 56000  Ohm s

6) 13  Ohm s



Engineer ing Not at ion
Direct ions: Let 's take a few minutes to go over engineering 
notation again. Remember this is all about moving your decimal 
in groups of 3 in order to make large digit numbers smaller

Exam ple: 3,500,000.
St ep 1: Move decimal in groups of 3. 
3,500,000.

We Moved our decimal 6 times, so our number becomes 3.5 (We 
drop the zeros and commas)
St ep 2: We moved the decimal 6 times, so I'm going to use 
MEGA (M) because my decimal was moved 6 times, and because 
I moved the decimal from right to left, I'm going to use the 
Positive 6, not the -6
St ep 3: Final answer is 3.5M



1,300. 

1,230,000.

0.0007

0.00000086

1,230,000,000.

0.000000084

0.00000000000086

5,600,000,000,000.

0.082

100.



HEALTH EDUCATION  (Continuation of 2 weeks/lesson March 30-April 24 extension) 
 
 
I hope all of you are well. I miss seeing you and our classes together. Please extend this food log 
 
assignment for another week to two weeks until another update from me. Remember, Health  
 
class is only 5 days every three weeks so do not stress about the work. You can do this!  
  
Attached, will find a “My Food Journal” worksheet. Please track/write down your food and 
 
beverage consumption over a seven day/ week long period. In addition there is  also a 
 
 water/fitness and sugar slot. Please total the amount of “added” sugars each day and write  
 
that total in the sugar slot. Simply check off a box in the water slot for each bottle/glass of  
 
 water you have. If you do any type of fitness per day, please write down what activity you  
 
do. Remember, the food label will provide all the nutritional information you need in order to  
 
complete this task. Thank you for meeting this challenge. 
 
 
Michael Iseman, B.S., M.S. 
 



                                                                HEALTH EDUCATION Corona Extended Review 
 
Name: 
 
Date: 
 
Hello students! I hope all of you and your families are well and staying healthy. I miss seeing 
everyone very much! Please answer the following questions as best you can. I thought a review 
of the “Health Triangle” was appropriate as this extended “time away” from one another can 
upset our “balance” w regards to our physical, social and mental/emotional health. (whoops, I 
just answered question 2). Anyway, I hope to see everyone soon.  
 
 
 

1. Why is the “Health Triangle” so important to our health? 
2. Name the three sides of the health triangle. 
3. How are your health and wellness connected? 

 
Which sides of the triangle are these related to? 
 

4. People always getting into fights. 
5. How you relate to others. 
6. How you choose your friends and activities that you are involved in at home, school, 

work, and leisure. 
7. Involves being comfortable with yourself, feeling good about yourself and being able to 

meet the demands of life. 
8. Keeping your body as fit as possible, practicing good hygiene, good nutrition and 

exercising. 
9. Are students who always get into arguments or fights healthy? Explain your answer. 
10. Which side of the healthy triangle is most important to being healthy? 
11. Can having a supportive group of family and friends help you recover from illness? 

Explain. 
12. Name at least three choices that you can make to improve ALL sides of YOUR healthy 

triangle. 
 
 
 
 



Food Diary
Use this chart to track the foods you eat over the week. Write in the foods you eat and mark the 
corresponding check boxes for each serving from a food group to track whether you are meeting 
recommended servings. Don’t forget to include beverages. 

©2012 Dairy Council of  California, rev 2016

Dairy OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO��
Vegetables OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO
Fruits OO OO OO OO OO OO OO
Grains OOOOOO OOOOOO OOOOOO OOOOOO OOOOOO OOOOOO OOOOOO
Protein OO OO OO OO OO OO OO

 SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Breakfast

Snack

Lunch

Snack

Dinner

Evening Snack

HealthyEating.org



Lonely

Lonely
by ReadWorks

When the bell rang for lunch, instead of going to the outdoor cafeteria to meet Morgan like she usually did, 
Jessica took her lunchbox and retreated to the library. The rest of the school was rushing past her, relieved 
for a 50-minute break after the first day back from winter vacation-like she didn't exist. And today, Jessica 
really felt like maybe she didn't exist.

She pushed open the swinging door to the library and sat at one of the tables in the corner. Nobody-not 
even Mrs. Garcia, the librarian-was around. The windows to the library looked out onto the cafeteria space. 
Jessica could hear kids laughing and screaming and chatting, eating lunch at the plastic picnic tables and 
enjoying each other's company. Jessica hunched down until her chin hit the hard, wood table and groaned. 
She pulled her lumpy cheese sandwich out of her lunchbox and chewed awkwardly against the table, staring 
off into space.

Suddenly, Jessica heard a rustling in the corner. She turned around and saw that the pink and orange, four-
foot-tall, stuffed dragon that had lived in that exact corner of the library ever since she had started at the 
school (almost six years ago) was stretching its wings and yawning.

Jessica turned back to the table, eyes wide. "Oh my gosh," she whispered. "Oh my gosh, oh my gosh, oh my 
gosh." She peeked over her shoulder again and saw the dragon was walking toward her. She shook her 
head and closed her eyes tightly. "This can't be happening," she said to herself. "I must be going insane."

"Hi there!" a voice said from behind Jessica's left elbow.

Jessica turned around slowly. The dragon was standing in front of her, one claw on the scaly area near what 
would be its waist, smiling and blinking. The dragon looked confused.

"Do you speak English?" the dragon said.

"Um...yes?" Jessica said. "I think I'm just hallucinating."

The dragon shrugged and pulled out the chair next to Jessica and sat down heavily, its wings spreading out 
ReadWorks.org · © 2014 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Lonely

majestically.

"Probably. Why are you eating in here by yourself?"

"Uh..." Jessica looked around the library. It was still lunchtime; she could still hear her peers playing outside 
in the courtyard; and the library was still empty.

"Look, I know this is unusual, but why don't you just try to go with it?" the dragon said. It looked at Jessica's 
half-eaten sandwich. "Finish your lunch. I'll sit with you."

Jessica picked up her sandwich and took a bite, then looked over. The dragon was still sitting there watching 
her steadily. It seemed a little concerned about her. It had the same look in its eye as her mother did when 
Jessica was quiet during the car ride home, or when she was doing her homework on Saturday nights at the 
kitchen table.

She knew her mother thought she was a loner, but it wasn't that Jessica didn't have any friends. They all just 
happened to live really far away. Jessica knew she had a very rich social life online, and stayed up chatting 
with her friends in Australia until midnight sometimes. She had met them in chat rooms or on blogs about 
favorite bands they had in common, or their favorite book characters. She felt comfortable chatting with her 
friends through the blue light of her computer screen. Talking face-to-face was the not-so-comfortable part. 
The first days back at school after vacations were the hardest. Jessica had spent the last two weeks talking 
to people all day, and today she had barely said two words to her homeroom teacher.

"I know how you feel," the dragon said, as if it could read her mind. "I get lonely here, too, sometimes."

"I'm not lonely," Jessica said. "And don't read my mind."

"You are lonely," the dragon said, leaning forward on the table to look at Jessica close in the eye. "I can see 
it in your face. You haven't smiled all day."

Jessica felt a wave of sadness settle over her limbs. If a stuffed dragon could even sense her loneliness, 
she didn't even want to think about what the other kids in school thought of her.

"Just say hi to someone today," the dragon said softly. "I promise they'll say hi back."

The five-minute bell indicating lunch was almost over rang. Jessica sniffed and felt her eyes well up with 
tears. The dragon obviously didn't understand how difficult that was going to be. When she looked up to say 
something, it was gone. Jessica looked around the room. The dragon was back in its corner, wings stiff and 
at the ready behind it.

Jessica packed up the rest of her uneaten lunch. Clearly the dragon was trying to help just her. It probably 
didn't come alive for everyone who ate alone in the library (but then again, how many people actually ate 
lunch alone in the library?). Maybe she should take its advice.

In the hallway outside the library, a girl from Jessica's homeroom class was crouched on the floor, picking up 
pens, pencils, and highlighters that had clearly just dropped out of her empty pencil case, open beside her. 
Jessica, fighting the urge to just walk away, leaned down and picked up a few pens.

"Let me help you," she said.

The girl, Molly, looked up at her and smiled gratefully. "Thank you!" she said. Jessica smiled back.

ReadWorks.org · © 2014 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Lonely - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. When the bell rings for lunch, where does Jessica take her lunchbox?

A. to the library
B. to the cafeteria
C. to the gym 
D. to a classroom

2. When do the events of the story take place?

A. on Jessica's very first day of school
B. on the day before Jessica leaves school for winter vacation
C. on the day after Jessica returns to school from winter vacation 
D. during the two weeks that make up Jessica's winter vacation

3. Jessica feels lonely at school.

What evidence from the story supports this conclusion?

A. "She turned around and saw that the pink and orange, four-foot-tall, stuffed dragon 
that had lived in that exact corner of the library ever since she had started at the school 
(almost six years ago) was stretching its wings and yawning."
B. "Jessica turned around slowly. The dragon was standing in front of her, one claw on 
the scaly area near what would be its waist, smiling and blinking. The dragon looked 
confused."
C. "The first days back at school after vacations were the hardest. Jessica had spent the 
last two weeks talking to people all day, and today she had barely said two words to her 
homeroom teacher." 
D. "In the hallway outside the library, a girl from Jessica's homeroom class was crouched 
on the floor, picking up pens, pencils, and highlighters that had clearly just dropped out 
of her empty pencil case, open beside her."

4. Why might Jessica have told the dragon that she is not lonely?

A. Jessica does not feel lonely.
B. Jessica does not want to admit that she is lonely.
C. Jessica does not like the dragon very much.
D. Jessica does not have time to talk to the dragon.

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Lonely - Comprehension Questions

5. What is the theme of the story?

A. Being honest is more important than being kind. 
B. Friendships with people far away are more valuable than friendships with people 
nearby. 
C. Young people should spend more time by themselves than with others.
D. A small effort at being friendly is all it takes to overcome loneliness.

6. Read the following sentences from the story: "'You are lonely,' the dragon said, 
leaning forward on the table to look at Jessica close in the eye. 'I can see it in your face. 
You haven't smiled all day.'

Jessica felt a wave of sadness settle over her limbs. If a stuffed dragon could even 
sense her loneliness, she didn't even want to think about what the other kids in school 
thought of her."

What does the phrase "a wave of sadness" mean above?

A. a wave of water that splashes Jessica and makes her sad
B. a heat wave that comes out of the dragon's mouth
C. a sound wave that hurts Jessica's ears
D. a strong feeling of sadness

7. Select the word that best completes the sentence.

Jessica has a lot of friends; ___________, they all live far away. 

A. however
B. for example
C. primarily
D. consequently

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Lonely - Comprehension Questions

8. When Jessica sees Molly picking up her pens, pencils, and highlighters, what urge 
does Jessica fight?

9. What does Jessica do instead of walking away when she sees Molly picking up her 
pens, pencils, and highlighters?

10. Why does Jessica lean down and pick up Molly's pens instead of walking away? 
Support your answer with evidence from the story. 

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



 

 

The Shadow in the Deep Blue Sea 
 

 

 
It started off as a wonderful trip with my family. We were 

sailing across the Pacific Ocean from Alaska to Australia. We 

were in the middle of the ocean and I was looking down into 

the deep blue depths when I saw a dark shadow gliding under 

the boat . . .  

 
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________  
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Stay Healthy Stay Active   
Complete each activity, have someone in your house check you off (“I Did It”) and tally 
up your points.  How many points can you get this week?  
     ACTIVITY                                   ACTION   POINTS  I DID IT 

 
   Fuelings  

Eat breakfast      1     2      3      4      5 
Eat a fruit            1     2      3      4      5 
Eat a vegetable   1     2      3      4      5 
Drink water         1     2      3      4      5 

10 points for 
each number 

circled 
 

 

 Chore of the  
     Day 

Clean up your room 
  Make your bed, pick up your clothes, put stuff in its 
place,etc. 
Help clean up the kitchen                                
                 Put dishes in the sink/dishwasher, wipe down 
countertops, put food away and etc.)  
Ask others in the house how you can 
help.   

50 
 

50 
 

50 

 

 Muscle 
Strengthening 

activities  

25 Curl-Ups (Do not have to do them all at once) 
Hold a plank for 30 seconds (3 different times)  
Balance on 3 body parts and count to 60 

25 
25 
25 

 

 
  Brainbuster  

Read for 10 or more minutes each day.  
Circle a number each time you read.  
             1      2       3       4        5 

50 points 
 for each number 

circled 
 

   
 

  Game Time 

Make a ball with a pair of socks or paper.  How 
many baskets can you make in 1 minute? What 
did you throw your socks/paper into?  
_____________   
 
Play Tic Tac Toe by yourself or with 
someone.     
   Make a Tic Tac Toe board with towels.  
Practice underhand throwing with an object 
(balled up paper, small stuffed animal, small 
pillow) into the squares.  

2 points 
Per “basket” 

 
50 points for 
every win or 
5 points for 

every square you 
land in. 

 

    
    Cardio 

15 jumping jacks, Jog in place for 1 minute 
5 Burpees, 10 jumps over a pillow  
Can you do this everyday? 

 
100 

 

 

Healthy Habits Wash your hands  1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  
10 
Brush your teeth   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  

10 points for 
each number 

circled  

 



10 
Circle each time you wash and brush.  You can do more :)  

    You are awesome                                     
Total 

  

                                                 









 

 

Registro de actividad física de 2 semanas Utilice este registro de actividad para realizar un 
seguimiento de sus minutos de actividad física durante 2 semanas. Haga que un adulto firme 
sus iniciales al lado de cada día que complete 
 
Semana Uno: 

Día Actividad Uno Activadad 
Dos 

Activadad 
Tres 

Total 

Dia Uno     

Dia Dos     

Dis Tres     

Dis Cuatro     

Dia Cinco     

Dia Seis     

Dia Siete      

 
Semana Dos: 

Día Actividad Uno Activadad 
Dos 

Activadad 
Tres 

Total 

Dia Uno     

Dia Dos     

Dis Tres     

Dis Cuatro     

Dia Cinco     

Dia Seis     

Dia Siete      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Semana Tres: 

Día Actividad Uno Activadad 
Dos 

Activadad 
Tres 

Total 

Dia Uno     

Dia Dos     

Dis Tres     

Dis Cuatro     

Dia Cinco     

Dia Seis     

Dia Siete      

 
Semana Cuartro: 

Día Actividad Uno Activadad 
Dos 

Activadad 
Tres 

Total 

Dia Uno     

Dia Dos     

Dis Tres     

Dis Cuatro     

Dia Cinco     

Dia Seis     

Dia Siete      

 


